Purpose: The purpose of this study is to investigate the functional neural anatomy that generates vergence eye movement responses from predictive versus random symmetrical vergence step stimuli in humans and compare it to a similar saccadic task via the blood oxygenation level dependent signal from functional MRI. Methods: Eight healthy subjects participated in fMRI scans obtained from a 3 T Siemens Allegra scanner. Subjects tracked random and predictable vergent steps and then tracked random and predictable saccadic steps each within a block design. A general linear model (GLM) was used to determine significantly (p < 0.001) active regions of interest through a combination of correlation threshold and cluster extent. A paired t-test of the GLM beta weight coefficients was computed to determine significant spatial differences between the saccade and vergence data sets. Results: Predictive saccadic and vergent eye movements induced many common sites of significant functional cortical activity including: the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), parietal eye field (PEF), cuneus, precuneus, anterior and posterior cingulate, and the cerebellum. However, differentiation in spatial location was observed within the frontal lobe for the functional activity of the saccadic and vergent network induced while studying prediction. A paired t-test of the beta weights from the individual subjects showed that peak activity induced by predictive versus random vergent eye movements was significantly (t > 2.7, p < 0.03) more anterior within the frontal eye field (FEF) and the supplementary eye field (SEF) when compared to the functional activity from predictive saccadic eye movements. Conclusion: This research furthers our knowledge of which cortical sites facilitate a subject's ability to predict within the vergence and saccade networks. Using a predictive versus random visual task, saccadic and vergent eye movements induced activation in many shared cortical sites and also stimulated differentiation in the FEF and SEF.
Introduction
There are five major types of eye movements originally described by Dodge in 1903 . Three adjust the position of the eye to keep the object of interest on the fovea and two stabilize the eye during head movement (Dodge, 1903; Goldberg, Eggers, & Gouras, 2000) . Saccades are fast, tandem, conjugate movements which rapidly shift the fovea to a new target. Smooth pursuit movements keep the image of a moving target on the fovea. Vergence is the inward (convergence) and outward (divergence) turning of the eyes to track targets at different depths. Numerous studies have been conducted to study saccade and vergence anatomy.
Prediction in the visual system dates to the research of Dodge in 1931 and is a strategy that the brain utilizes in oculomotor control to reduce the response latency and generate a movement with greater peak velocity (Dodge, 1931) . Predictive behaviors have been reported in saccade, smooth pursuit and vergence eye movements (Barnes & Asselman, 1991; Kowler & Steinman, 1979; Kumar, Han, Garbutt, & Leigh 2002; Rashbass & Westheimer, 1961; Ron, Schmid, & Orpaz, 1989; Stark, Vossius, & Young, 1962) . Studies of saccadic eye movements have reported that when prediction is utilized responses show reduced latencies, even as small as zero msec and some responses show anticipatory movements before stimulus onset (Kowler & Steinman, 1979 ). Rashbass and Westheimer first analyzed the use of predictable sinusoids varying in depth in 1961 and reported that predictive vergence sinusoidal responses showed a decrease in latency compared to step or pulse responses when the subject did not know when the target would change positions (Rashbass & Westheimer, 1961) . A step input is an abrupt 0042-6989/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.visres.2010.08.018 change in vergence disparity such as when a person fixates on a far away target then fixates to a target located at close range. They suggested that this behavior is due to the anticipation of future disparity changes. Another study showed that the latency in convergent and divergent repetitive vergence step stimuli decreased, especially when the frequency was less than 1 Hz, providing evidence of a prediction operator that was most effective at 0.5 Hz (Krishnan, Farazian, & Stark, 1973) . Our group has also reported a decrease in latency, an increase in peak velocity, and anticipatory movements when comparing vergence responses from a predictable symmetrical step disparity vergence stimulus where subjects knew the timing and magnitude information of the stimulus compared to a random vergence step stimulus (Alvarez, Semmlow, Yuan, & Munoz, 2002) . Furthermore, Kumar et al. (2002) showed that the anticipatory movements observed in vergence eye movements to predictable step stimuli were influenced by the previous visual stimuli suggesting that working memory is involved in anticipatory drifts (Kumar et al., 2002) . These results suggest different cortical resources may be recruited when prediction is utilized resulting in reduced latency, increased peak velocity and anticipatory movements.
Cortically, investigators report that a predictive controller resides in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Pierrot-Deseilligny, Müri, Nyffeler, & Milea, 2005) . Pierrot-Deseilligny and colleagues studied patients with a lesion limited to the DLPFC and report a significant decrease in anticipatory saccades compared to control subjects when studying predictive saccadic movements. They report that the DLPFC is involved, specifically in the timing control of predictive saccades; however, vergent eye movements were not investigated in their study.
Single cell primate studies of vergence have reported cellular activity evoked by using vergence stimuli in the primary visual cortex (Poggio, 1995) , the posterior parietal area (Genovesio & Ferraina, 2004; Gnadt & Mays, 1995) , the bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF) (Akao, Mustari, Fukushima, Kurkin, & Fukushima, 2005; Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) , the cerebellum, (Gamlin & Clarke, 1995; Miles, Fuller, Braitman, & Dow, 1980; Nitta, Akao, Kurkin, & Fukushima, 2008; Zhang & Gamlin, 1998) , and the midbrain (Judge & Cumming, 1986; Mays & Porter, 1984; Mays, Porter, Gamlin, & Tello, 1986) . Several behavioral vergence eye movement studies of prediction have been conducted; yet they do not provide functional cortical insight. Prediction can easily be studied in humans via fMRI. An fMRI study using predictive versus random vergence eye movements has not been conducted previously and hence will be the focus of this study.
Numerous behavioral, animal, fMRI and clinical investigations have been reported for the saccadic system. Several review papers summarize the functional anatomy using fMRI to study cognitive control of saccades (Pierrot-Deseilligny, Milea, & Müri, 2004) , its role in spatial attention (Luna & Sweeney 1999) , and its role in spatial working memory (Curtis, 2006) . Other reviews describe the cortical control of saccades through a detailed investigation of single cell studies, lesion or fMRI experiments in primates, as well as transcranial magnetic stimulation and case reports from humans (Gaymard, Ploner, Rivaud, Vermersch, & Pierrot-Deseilligny, 1998; Leigh & Zee, 2006; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004) . Hence, the influence of prediction upon the saccadic system will be investigated to confirm our findings with those published by others. It will also be compared to how prediction influences the vergence system which has not been previously studied via fMRI investigations.
The aim of this current study is to investigate prediction in the vergence and saccade neural network in humans. Since vergent and saccadic eye movements both exhibit anticipatory movements and reduced latencies when stimuli are predictive, we hypothesize that the cortical resources for prediction will be similar for both systems. In this study, a predictive versus random symmetrical vergence step stimulus is used to obtain vergence neural activity and is compared to the saccade neural activity induced by predictive versus random saccade stimulus. Hence, this is the first paper to systematically perform a whole brain study on the anatomical network responsible for vergence predictive behavior in humans using fMRI. We hypothesize (1) functional activity will be induced in the DLPFC from prediction in both the saccade and vergence neural networks, (2) spatial differentiation between the two networks will be observed within the bilateral frontal eye fields, which has been previously reported in single cell experiments from primates and (3) similar activation sites in the sensory area, parietal lobe and cerebellum will be observed.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Eight subjects who did not know the hypotheses of the experiment participated in this study (5F, 3M, mean age 26 ± 4 years). All subjects had normal binocular vision assessed by the Randot Stereopsis test with a fixation disparity better than 70 s of arc and a near point of convergence less than 10 cm. Six of the subjects were emmetropes and two were corrected for normal refraction where the average prescription among the myopes was À1D. All subjects were right handed. None of the subjects had a history of brain injury or other neurological disorder. Subjects participated in an eye movement experiment prior to functional scanning. Each subject's eye movements were recorded to ensure the subject understood the task. All subjects were able to perform the task required. Subjects gave informed consent approved by the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey and the New Jersey Institute of Technology Institution Review Boards.
Materials and apparatus
Images were acquired using a 3.0 T Siemens Allegra MRI scanner with a standard head coil (Erlangen, Germany). Visual stimuli were a set of non-ferrous LED targets that formed a line 5 cm in height by 2 mm in width located at three positions. Eye movement recordings confirmed that the subject could perform both the saccadic and vergent oculomotor tasks.
Eye movements were recorded using an infrared (k = 950 nm) limbus tracking system manufactured by Skalar Iris (model 6500, Delft, Netherlands). All of the eye movements were within the linear range of the system (±25°). The left-eye and right-eye responses were calibrated, recorded and saved separately for offline analysis. Digitization of the eye movements was performed with a 12-bit digital acquisition hardware card using a range of ±5 volts (National Instruments 6024 E series, Austin, TX, USA). A custom Matlab™ 7.0 (Waltham, MA, USA) program was used for offline eye movement data analysis and eye movement data were plotted using Axum (Cambridge, MA, USA).
Imaging instrumentation and procedure
The subject was positioned supine on the gantry of the scanner with his/her head along the midline of the coil. All participants were instructed to limit head motion. Foam padding was used to restrict additional movement and motion correction software described below was utilized to ensure head motion did not influence the results. Ear plugs which still enabled the participant to hear instructions from the operators were used to ensure communication during the scan while reducing scanner noise by up to 30 dB. In all experiments, the radio frequency power deposition and field-switching rate were kept below levels specified by the US FDA.
A quick scan was obtained and used to localize high resolution anatomical and functional scans within the magnet. Since the cerebellum was an area of interest in this study, all subjects were positioned so that images could be attained of the whole brain. All functional scans used a T2 * weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence. The imaging parameters were FOV = 220 mm, 64 Â 64 matrix, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 27 ms and flip angle = 90°. The whole brain was imaged in an axial configuration where 32 slices were collected and each slice was 5 mm thick. The resolution was 3.4 Â 3.4 Â 5 mm. There were 140 volumes acquired per scan equating to a duration of 4 min and 40 s. Between scans, the subjects were asked if they were comfortable and could perform the task. Subjects confirmed they could perform each task with ease. After all functional tasks, a high resolution MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo) data set was collected. The MPRAGE imaging parameters were: 80 slices, FOV = 220 mm, slice thickness = 2 mm, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 4.38 ms, T1 = 900 ms, flip angle = 8°, and matrix = 256 Â 256 which resulted in a spatial resolution of 0.9 Â 0.9 Â 2 mm.
Functional experimental design
The saccadic visual stimulus is shown in Fig. 1A . Each visual stimulus would be present for a random duration of time between 0.5 and 3.0 s where approximately 20 visual step stimuli would be presented within each random phase. The subject could not anticipate the timing of the visual stimulus. A saccadic magnitude of 10°f rom midline was chosen because saccades less than 15°from midline do not evoke head motion (Ciuffreda & Tannen, 1995) . Functional scans were obtained with a standard block design using either a predictable or random eye movement stimulus. The experiment began with a random saccadic stimulus, shown in Fig. 1B . Subjects would track targets that would randomly appear in three locations: (1) 0°(midline); (2) 10°into the left visual field (denoted as negative) or (3) 10°into the right visual field (denoted as positive). Since we had only three targets, the subject could potentially anticipate which target may be illuminated; however the subject could not predict the timing sequence or when the next target would be illuminated. Anticipatory movements are commonly observed when the visual stimulus is predictable but are not commonly observed when the timing of the stimulus is not predictable (Kumar et al., 2002) .
Subjects would track the illuminated LED which produced random saccadic step stimuli for 40 s followed by predictable saccadic eye movements for 40 s. The predictable saccadic stimulus would be illuminated in the left visual field (10°from midline), along midline and then into the right visual field (10°from midline) and remain in each location for 2 s, shown in Fig. 1B . This pattern would repeat six times. A similar periodicity has been used in other behavioral studies to investigate the influence of prediction in vergence eye movements (Alvarez et al., 2002; Krishnan et al., 1973) . Random and predictable phases were repeated for 3.5 cycles for a total duration of 280 s or 4 min and 40 s, as shown in Fig. 1C . The subjects were instructed to look at the visual target and blink when needed without moving their heads. The operator gave an audible cue when the predictable phase began. The subjects were instructed to anticipate the next target when they were in the predictable phase.
For vergence stimulation, subjects viewed the same LED apparatus used during the saccadic experiment. The custom fMRI compatible LEDs were adjusted and centered, as shown in Fig. 1A . There were three vergence fixation points, 2°, 3°and 4°centered along the subject's midline to produce symmetrical vergence step stimuli. The vergence step stimulus was a 2°disparity change which was chosen due to the physical constraints of the imaging center and to decrease the occurrence of saccades within the symmetrical vergence response (Coubard & Kapoula, 2008; Semmlow, Chen, Granger-Donnetti, & Alvarez, 2009; Semmlow, Chen, Pedrono, & Alvarez, 2008) . Subjects confirmed they were able to comfortably view the visual stimuli during the imaging session. For all experiments, only one location was illuminated at a time. For the random phase, the subjects could not predict which of the three locations would be shown. The time when the next target was displayed was also randomized between 0.5 and 3 s in duration. For the predictable sequence, the targets began with the 4°vergence fixation followed by the 3°vergence fixation and then the 2°target using the non-ferrous LEDs. This sequence was repeated six times over the duration of 40 s, see Fig. 1B . As with the saccadic experiment, this experiment also used a standard block design of the random and predictable eye movements, see Fig. 1C .
Half of the subjects began with the vergence experimental trials then performed the saccade trials while the other half of the subjects began with the saccade trials and then performed the vergence trials. A total of three saccade and three vergence experimental trials were collected in case head motion was a problem which was not the case within this dataset.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed with AFNI (Cox, 1996) . All the scans were first registered and motion corrected. As with any fMRI data set, the data collected were susceptible to motion artifact from head motion or other non-neuronal influences (D'Esposito et al., 1999) . Hence, all data used in this present study were analyzed for the presence of motion-induced artifact. Subjects were instructed to limit head motion and foam padding was used to further reduce motion. Many algorithms exist for the detection and correction of mis-registered images. For this study, a minimum least-square image registration method available in AFNI was utilized to detect and correct for the presence of any motion-induced changes on the 3D image space. Six parameters were monitored to determine if head motion was a problem within our data set. Three parameters indicated the movement within each plane (anterior to posterior, right to left, and inferior to superior, calculated in millimeter) and three parameters indicated the amount of rotation about the three orthogonal axes (yaw, pitch and roll, calculated in degrees). Data were sync interpolated in time in order to account for phase-shifts related to slice-wise data acquisition. A recent comparison of several software packages found that the AFNI image registration algorithm was both reliable and fast in comparison with other software (Oakes et al., 2005) . The least-square image registration method employed in this study used the fourth image in each data set as a reference and the motion parameters were estimated for the time-series set.
After motion correction, the data were detrended to eliminate linear drifts in the data set. Three trials were recorded in case head motion was problematic in our data set. However, since head motion was minimal; the three saccade data trials were concatenated. Thus, our saccade dataset was 14 min in total. The same procedure was used with the vergence data. The functional MRI blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal analyzed using a general linear model (GLM) method has been reported to be correlated to direct neuronal measurements (Attwell & Iadecola, 2002; Logothetis & Wandell, 2004) . Hence, the fMRI time series data within this study were analyzed with a GLM where each voxel of the entire brain was correlated with a hemodynamic model of our data set. Due to the variations of the hemodynamic response function, a data driven independent component analysis was used to obtain a reference vector corresponding to the experimental stimulus (Berns, Song, & Mao 1999; Calhoun, Kiehl, & Pearlson, 2008; Gavrilescu et al., 2008) . Probabilistic independent component analysis available through the ME-LODIC software from FSL was used to calculate the independent signal sources (Beckmann & Smith, 2004) . The signal source that corresponded to our block design was the reference vector used to correlate each voxel within our data set. Using the GLM analysis, only data that attained a minimum threshold of functional activity corresponding to a z-score of 2.8 (two tail p = 0.005) were further analyzed.
Individual anatomical and functional brain maps were transformed into the standardized Talairach Tournoux coordinate space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) . Functional data (multiple regression coefficients) were spatially low-pass filtered using a Gaussian kernel (6 mm full width half maximum) and then merged by combining coefficient values for each interpolated voxel across all participants. The combination of individual voxel probability threshold and the cluster size threshold (11 voxels rounded to a volume of 750 mm 3 for our data set) yielded the equivalent of a whole-brain corrected for multiple comparison significance level of a < 0.001. The cluster size was determined using the AFNI AlphaSim program (Ward, 2000) . This program estimates the overall significance level by determining the probability of false detection through Monte Carlo simulation. Through individual voxel probability thresholding and minimum cluster size thresholding, the . A block design protocol is used where the ''on" stimuli are the predictable and ''off' stimuli are the random eye movements (plot C).
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probability of false detection is determined from the frequency count of cluster sizes. The program does assume the underlying population of voxel intensity has a normal distribution. Our simulation used 10,000 Monte Carlo iterations, assumed a cluster connection of the nearest neighbor, voxel dimension of 3.4 Â 3.4 Â 5 mm and sought a significance level of 0.001. Hence, a cluster size of 750 mm 3 or greater corresponded to p < 0.001 corrected for multiple comparisons. Individual maps of t-statistics were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width, half maximum to account for inter-individual anatomical variation (Binder, Liebenthal, Possing, Medler, & Ward, 2004; Lewis, Brefczynski, Phinney, Janik, & DeYoe, 2005; Schmid, Rees, Frith, & Barnes, 2001 ). The functional data are displayed as a z-score shown in the figure scale bar. The skull was removed since it is not relevant to our experiment. The functional activity for the saccadic network is well established and is reviewed by Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. (2004) . Hence, we hypothesized that our experiment would provoke activation in the frontal eye field (FEF), the supplementary eye field (SEF), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the parietal eye field (PEF), and the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex during the saccadic experiment. Functional MRI studies have shown that the saccade related area of FEF is localized in the upper portion of the anterior wall of the precentral sulcus (Rosano et al., 2002) and in a review paper is described as being in the vicinity of the precentral sulcus and/or in the depth of the caudalmost part of the superior frontal sulcus (Paus, 1996) . The human SEF is located on the medial surface of the superior frontal gyrus, in the upper part of the paracentral sulcus (Grosbras, Lobel, Van de Moortele, LeBihan, & Berthoz, 1999) . The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is located within Brodmann Area (BA) 46/9 (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2005). The parietal eye field is located in the lateral intraparietal area (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004) . The anterior and posterior cingulate cortexes are located in Brodmann Areas (BA) 24 and 23 respectively (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004) . These regions were initially investigated as well as other areas within the brain. An individual subject analysis was performed and only regions that showed significant activation in all eight subjects are reported.
Statistical analysis
All data were converted to Talairach Tournoux normalized space which inherently smoothes the data, hence separate spatial smoothing was not conducted prior to Tailarach transform. We hypothesize that the vergence and saccade circuits would show spatial differentiation because single cell recordings in primates show differentiation within the FEF (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) . The null hypothesis is that no difference in the signal amplitude will be observed between the vergence and saccade data sets. Hence, to determine if significant spatial differences existed between the saccade and vergence data sets, the beta weights from the general linear model were compared with a paired t-test in a voxel-wise basis to create a statistical significance spatial map. In this situation, both the paired t-test (computed with AFNI 3dttest) and a mixed-effects ANOVA with two factors (experimental condition, vergence versus saccade experiments, as the fixed factor; and subject as the random factor), (computed with AFNI 3dANOVA2) are the same. Data were thresholded for an absolute t-value greater than 1.9 (two-tailed p-value = 0.10).
If an area had similar levels of activation (which can result from an area that is significantly activated or not activated within both the saccade and vergence data sets) then significant differences between the functional data sets would not be observed. However, if one data set has activation and the other does not, then the statistical significant spatial maps would quantify these areas. For example, we hypothesize that the functional activity within FEF will be more anterior during vergence movements compared to saccadic movements which has been reported studying single cell recordings from primates (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) . If the data support spatial differentiation within FEF, then activity more anterior within FEF will be active during vergent but not saccadic movements. Similarly, if the data support this hypothesis then more activity located posterior within FEF will be observed with saccadic but not with vergent movements. The statistical difference spatial maps are displayed using the scaled t-value as the color overlay upon standardized anatomical images to show the spatial location of significantly different areas of activation.
Results
Eye movement results
Typical eye movement responses recorded prior to the imaging sessions are shown in Fig. 2 . Saccadic responses, defined as the sum of the calibrated left-and right-eye movements divided by two, are shown in Fig. 2 plot A, where rightward movements are positive. Vergence is defined as the difference between the calibrated leftand right-eye movements where convergent movements are plotted as positive (Fig. 2 plot B) . Both the position (deg) and velocity (deg/s) traces as a function of time for eye movements from step stimuli with a random onset delay (dashed lines) and from the step stimuli with a predictable timing and magnitude sequence (solid lines) are plotted. Responses to predictable stimuli have a reduced latency compared to responses from random stimuli. Anticipatory drifts are observed in the responses to predictable stimuli but not in the responses to stimuli with the random onset delay. The latency was quantified for saccadic (plot 2C) and vergent (plot 2D) responses from predictable stimuli (light gray) and from stimuli with the random onset delay (dark gray) from one subject. The histogram plots support that this protocol does stimulate predictive and non-predictive behaviors as observed by the differences in the latencies between the two types of movements.
Functional MRI results
Six motion related parameters were computed and corrected for each subject during each of the scans. The largest average degree of rotation was 0.14°± 0.13°and 0.17°± 0.14°in the pitch direction for the saccade and vergence datasets respectively. The largest average amount of movement within a plane was 0.27 ± 0.19 mm and 0.29 ± 0.27 mm in the inferior to superior plane for the saccade and vergence datasets respectively. We do not feel head motion was problematic. Thus, all data were utilized for this analysis.
The averaged functional activity from the eight subjects performing the predictable versus random saccadic oculomotor task is shown in Fig. 3 , left portion of the figure. Fig. 3 , shows three axial slices and one sagittal slice displaying the anatomy of functional activity located within the interior cortical and subcortical locations. Table 1 lists the peak activation in Talairach Tournoux coordinates for a given anatomical location of the averaged data set with the corresponding z-score and Brodmann Area (BA) from the saccadic task. Data are also analyzed individually to determine how many of the eight subjects showed activation for a given anatomical location. Only areas that showed significant activation for all subjects are included in the tables. For the saccadic functional activation induced from the random versus predictable visual oculomotor visual tasks, activity is observed in the vicinity of the superior frontal sulcus (denoted with a blue arrow) and precentral sulcus (denoted with a green arrow), also defined as the frontal eye fields (Paus, 1996) . Functional activity is also observed in the medial frontal gyrus; the supplementary eye field; the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; the ventral lateral prefrontal cortex; the intraparietal sulcus, referred to as the parietal eye field (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004); the cuneus; the precuneus; the anterior and posterior cingulate; and the cerebellar vermis.
The vergence functional activity induced from the predictable versus random symmetrical step stimuli is shown in Fig. 3 on the right portion of the figure. To facilitate comparison between the data sets the same axial and sagittal sections are plotted and both functional and anatomical data are normalized to the stereotactic Talairach and Tournoux space. The peak activation from the group analysis of each region of interest, the Brodmann Area, and the corresponding z-score is reported in Table 2 for vergence. Only regions of interest in which activation was observed in all eight individual subject data sets are tabulated. Similar areas are activated using a predictive versus random vergence task compared to the predictive saccadic data set. Those areas are the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the cuneus, the precuneus/lingual gyrus, the superior parietal lobe, as well as the anterior and posterior cingulate. Although similar cortical areas are activated in the vergence and saccadic predictive tasks, other areas show differentiation in spatial location for the peak activation.
Within the frontal lobe, the two main areas that showed differentiation between the saccade and vergence predictive tasks were the FEF and the SEF. The differentiation between FEF and SEF was first observed within the group average data (Table 1 versus Table  2 ) quantified via Talairach Tournoux coordinates. An individual analysis was conducted for the saccade and vergence data sets shown in Table 3 for the FEF and Table 4 for the SEF which shows the z-score and Talairach Tournoux coordinates of the peak activation per subject. Fig. 4A shows the functional activation using the GLM analysis for vergence and saccades predictive experiment. Differences between the data sets were analyzed with the paired t-test computed using the beta weights from the GLM analysis on a voxel-wise basis plotted in Fig. 4B . The red arrows labeled with FEFv and SEFv show the vergence activity is significantly more anterior than the saccadic activity denoted with yellow arrows labeled with FEFs and SEFs. The axial slice 53 mm above the bicommissural plane is plotted in Fig. 4 to show significant differences between the FEF and SEF areas of vergence and saccade activity. The paired t-test T values to analyze spatially significant differences and corresponding z-score values from the functional activity studied using the GLM analysis for saccade and vergence data set are shown in Table 5 Nomenclature is frontal eye fields (FEF), supplementary eye fields (SEF), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), parietal eye field (PEF), ventral lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) and Brodmann Area (BA). The superior frontal sulcus is denoted with blue arrows and the precentral sulcus is denoted with green arrows. The number of mm above the bicommissural plane is indicated for each axial section. The number of millimeter into the left hemisphere from the midsagittal plane is denoted for the sagittal section. The functional activation denoted as a z-score from a minimum of 2.88 to a maximum value of 10 is overlaid onto a standardized Talairach and Tournoux normalized image.
and Table 6 for the negative paired t-test values. These Talairach Tournoux coordinates highlighted by the red (vergence) and yellow (saccade) arrows differentiating FEF and SEF are reported in Tables 5 and 6 . These results support the hypothesis that functional activity for FEF and SEF are significantly more anterior for vergence movements compared to saccade movements.
Discussion
Functional activity in the vergence and saccade networks evoked using a predictive versus a random oculomotor task showed both shared and spatially distinct cortical resources. Although prediction is the primary variable studied, it is also possible that the differences observed may in part be due to differences in frequency, amplitude and/or the speed of the movements.
Activation due to predictive eye movements
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) showed similar areas of peak activation induced via a predictive versus random oculomotor task comparing the saccade and vergence data sets. Aforementioned, numerous studies suggest that the DLPFC is involved in memory and prediction (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. (2004) for review). Short-term memory studies show DLPFC activity associated with saccades (Baumann, Frank, Rutschmann, & Greenlee, 2007; Müri & Nyffeler, 2008; Ozyurt, Rutschmann, & Greenlee, 2006) and n-back memory tasks ( Tsuchida & Fellows, 2009) . Patients with lesions, specifically within DLPFC, showed a decrease in the percentage of anticipatory saccadic movements when viewing a predictive saccadic sequence compared to control subjects (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004) . Our investigation used predictive oculomotor tasks where the timing sequence is potentially stored in short-term memory. Our results (Fig. 3) support the theory that the DLPFC is a shared cortical area between the vergence and saccadic networks to facilitate prediction and potentially short-term memory.
The anterior cingulate has been suggested to be involved in prediction during fMRI studies using saccades (Simó, Krisky, & Sweeney, 2005 ) and smooth pursuit (Schmid et al., 2001) . Studies support that the anterior cingulate is activated in memory guided saccades versus visually-guided saccades using fMRI (Heide et al., 2003; Petit, Courtney, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 1998) and PET (Inoue, Mikami, Ando, & Tsukada, 2004) . Our study uses prediction and visual memory to remember where the visual targets are located. Hence, our data support the hypothesis that the anterior cingulate is involved in predictive and visual memory processes. Less is known about the posterior cingulate's role in saccades (PierrotDeseilligny et al. (2004) 
for review).
A review of the ventral lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) suggests it is involved in working memory and task switching (Badre & Wagner, 2007) . Using fMRI in humans during a visual object categorization and recognition task, authors conclude this area is where vision and memory meet (Schendan & Stern, 2008) . Our results show activation in the VLPFC during the predictive versus random vergent and saccadic tasks. Our task did utilize visual working memory needed for the subjects to predict the oculomotor Table 1 Average peak activation of the eight subjects for the predictable versus random saccadic oculomotor task in Talairach Tournoux coordinates with the level of significance denoted as a z-score. For the X axis: positive is right (R) and negative is left (L); for the Y axis: positive is anterior (A) and negative is posterior (P); for the Z axis: positive is superior (S) and negative is inferior (I).
Region
Brodmann Area task; hence our data support that the VLPFC is in part involved in spatial working memory used to predict the next visual stimulus. A recent review discusses the role of the cerebellum in saccadic movements for motor learning when training such as prediction is utilized (Schubert & Zee, 2010) . Functional MRI studies have demonstrated that the cerebellum is active during tasks requiring the subject to make a movement with predictable versus non-predictable target timing (Sakai et al., 2000) . Clinical studies comparing Table 2 Average peak activation of the predictable versus random vergence oculomotor task in Talairach Tournoux coordinates with the level of significance denoted as a z-score. For the X axis: positive is right (R) and negative is left (L); for the Y axis: negative is posterior (P) and positive is anterior (A); for Z axis: positive is superior (S) and negative is inferior (I).
Brodmann Area Table 3 Individual subject analysis for the peak activation given in Talairach Tournoux spatial coordinates for FEF for the predictive versus random saccade and vergence oculomotor tasks. X is the left (L) and right (R) direction, Y is the anterior (A) and posterior (P) direction and Z is the superior (S) and inferior (I) direction. The statistical significance is tabulated as the z-score. The average and standard deviation is reported.
Subject
Saccade task Vergence task Average ± Standard Deviation 27R ± 5.3 À3.3P ± 2.9 52S ± 2.6 5.3 ± 1.5 28.4R ± 5.0 7.0A ± 3.7 51.3 ± 1.8 5.1 ± 1.5 À26L ± 5.2 À3.6P ± 2.8 50S ± 2.2 4.9 ± 1.9 À24.5L ± 4.0 6.9A ± 4.9 49.5 ± 3.3 4.9 ± 1.5 predictable to non-predictable saccadic responses from patients with cerebellar lesions conclude the cerebellum is crucial for synchronizing saccades with learned or planned temporal events (Sailer, Eggert, & Straube, 2005) . Our data support that the cerebellar vermis IV/V is involved in temporal prediction for both saccadic and vergent movements. One differentiation observed is activation in the superior colliculus for the saccadic data set but not the vergence data set. The superior colliculus has been studied through single cell recordings to modulate its activity based upon saccadic motor preparation (Sparks (1999) for review). Hence, we attribute the functional activation in the saccadic data set to the motor preparation evoked through the predictive nature of our visual stimulation.
Differentiation between vergence and saccade prediction tasks within the frontal eye field
Functional MRI studies using saccades have shown for humans the bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF) are located at the vicinity of the precentral sulcus and the superior frontal sulcus for intentional or Table 4 Individual subject analysis for the peak activation in Talairach Tournoux spatial coordinates for the SEF for the predictive versus random saccade and vergence oculomotor tasks. X (mm) is the left (L) and right (R) direction, Y (mm) is the anterior (A) and posterior (P) direction and Z (mm) is the superior (S) and inferior (I) direction above the bicommissural plane. The statistical significance is tabulated as the z-score.
Subject
Saccade task Vergence task . The GLM analysis reports activity using a z-score from 2.88 to 10. The paired t-test using the beta weights from the GLM analysis reports significant differences from T = ±1.9 to ±11 (two-tailed p-value = 0.10 to p < 0.0001). Functional activity and paired t-test significant differences are overlaid onto Talairach Tournoux normalized axial structural images. The number of mm above the bicommissural plane is indicated for each axial section. L: left; R: right. The superior frontal sulcus is denoted with blue arrows and the precentral sulcus is denoted with green arrows in portion A. The significant differences are denoted with red arrows for vergence (FEFv and SEFv) and yellow arrows for saccades (FEFs and SEFs). voluntary saccades (Amiez, Kostopoulos, Champod, & Petrides, 2006; Berman et al., 1999; Lynch & Tian, 2006; Paus, 1996; Rosano et al., 2002; Schraa-Tam et al., 2009) , predictive saccades (Connolly, Goodale, Goltz, & Munoz, 2005; Milea et al., 2007) or memory guided saccades (Bodis-Wollner et al., 1997; Brown et al., 2004; Curtis & D'Esposito, 2006; Kastner et al., 2007; Ozyurt et al., 2006; Srimal & Curtis, 2008) . Previous investigations report distinct anatomical locations within the FEF for smooth pursuit and saccadic eye movements when studying humans within fMRI studies (Berman et al., 1999; Petit, Clark, Ingeholm, & Haxby, 1997; Petit & Haxby, 1999; Rosano et al., 2002) , studying humans using PET (O'Driscoll et al., 2000) , and single cell studies from primates (Gottlieb, MacAvoy, & Bruce, 1994; Shi, Friedman, & Bruce, 1998; Stanton, Friedman, Dias, & Bruce, 2005; Tian & Lynch, 1996) . In rhesus primates, Gamlin and Yoon report that a distinct area located anterior to cells responsible for saccadic commands encode for vergence and ocular accommodation; they recommend the classic definition of the FEF be expanded to include this area (Gamlin & Yoon, 2000) . Our findings using human subjects support a distinct location within the FEF for vergence which is more anterior compared to the FEF for saccadic tasks when vergence and saccades are evoked by predictable versus random step stimuli, reported in Tables 3, 5 
Differentiation between vergence and saccade predictive tasks within the supplementary eye field
The supplementary eye field (SEF) is located within the medial surface of the frontal gyrus and is thought to prepare saccadic motor programs (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2004) . Studies suggest that the SEF is a higher order cognitive area responsible for prediction (Nyffeler, Rivaud-Pechoux, Wattiez, & Gaymard, 2008; Uchida, Lu, Ohmae, Takahashi, & Kitazawa, 2007) or the cortical area that controls the production of an error signal (Schall & Boucher, 2007) . Others speculate the SEF modulates attention (Konen, Kleiser, Bremmer, & Seitz, 2007) . Similar to FEF, studies have reported differentiation between saccades and smooth pursuit movements within SEF (Lynch & Tian, 2006; Petit & Haxby, 1999) . Our data show distinct spatial locations within the SEF for the functional activity of saccade and vergence eye movements induced from a predictive versus random step stimulus. Vergence functional activity is more anterior than the functional activity for saccades, reported in Tables 4-6 and Fig. 4. 
Differentiation of functional activity between saccade and vergence data sets
The statistically significant differences between the positive and negative paired t-tests showed that the datasets were not equal. There were more significant differences in the positive paired t-test or when comparing the saccade minus the vergence data sets than in the negative paired t-test or when comparing the vergence minus the saccade datasets (Fig. 4B ). There are two potential explanations for this observation. First, the magnitude of the saccadic stimulus was ±10°compared to a 2°disparity change for vergence. Second, a difference in the physiology may exist. Functional imaging studies of smooth pursuit and saccade movements reveal a significantly smaller region of activation in both SEF and FEF (Petit & Haxby, 1999) in smooth pursuit activity compared to saccadic activity which is also observed in primate studies (Tian & Lynch, 1995; Tian & Lynch, 1996) . Hence, we speculate this relationship may also exist between the saccadic and vergence circuits.
Saccade and vergence interaction
Numerous behavioral studies discuss the interaction between the saccadic and vergent systems which began with the work of Zee, Fitzgibbon, and Optican (1992) . Our laboratory and other investigators have published that even when symmetrical vergence stimuli are presented to a subject, many of the responses contain saccades (Coubard & Kapoula, 2008; Semmlow et al., 2008; Semmlow et al., 2009; van Leeuwen, Collewijn, & Erkelens, 1998) . However, these saccades are small in magnitude compared to the vergence stimulus where most saccades are less than 1°for a 4°ver-gence change (Semmlow et al., 2008) . Similarly, studies have shown that with saccadic movement, a transient divergent and then convergent movement is observed (Collewijn, Erkelens, & Steinman, 1997; Vernet & Kapoula, 2009) . Therefore, it can be expected that the vergence and saccade oculomotor systems would share some predictive centers which is true in many of the regions of interest reported in the current study. However, despite these interactions between the vergence and saccade circuits, our results also report differentiation between the networks in the FEF and the SEF.
Conclusion
This study of humans using the whole brain quantifies significant spatial differentiation between vergent and saccadic areas of peak activation in the FEF and SEF when predictable versus random stimuli were presented. Several cortical sites were shared suggesting the oculomotor systems have commonalities that are not specific to one network when studying predictive versus random eye movement responses. Furthermore, our work supports that the following cortical regions: the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior and posterior cingulate, and ventral lateral prefrontal cortex are involved in predictive and short term working memory tasks during oculomotor predictive movements. This research furthers our understanding of which cortical areas are active when prediction is utilized during vergent and saccadic eye movements.
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